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MBGC President’s Report
Sales of Gift Certificates for
Air Experience flights have
proven to be popular again
this Christmas. I have sold
$1,650 worth of certificates in
the pre-Christmas period.
This is thanks to our promotions on our
website, YouTube and Facebook, as well as in
this newsletter, the Weekly Update and local
Tourist information Centres. Don’t forget to
promote them amongst your friends and family
at $150 for a 30 minute flight, as they are an
excellent source of revenue to help fund the
operations of our club and can attract new
members.
Thanks to Nick Cohn this month for his great
work on developing our new website (see his
story below).
Thanks also to Susie and Ian Cohn for their
fantastic hospitality in hosting the annual Club
Christmas BBQ at their residence.
Have a very enjoyable and safe Christmas
with family and friends and I look forward to
seeing you on the airfield at Mt Beauty over
the Christmas break. Members will be
available for flying from Boxing Day onwards.
Don’t forget the Club AGM on Sunday 26
January 2014.
Safe flying.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT / ALPINE FLYER EDITOR
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CFI Report
What a great few weeks
we’ve had since the last
newsletter. Some great
flying for those who’ve had
the opportunity to take
advantage of the warming
weather.
Leeton was a successful camp despite the hot
windy conditions and congrats to junior pilots
Reuben Lane and Kenton Ford on achieving
their “Silver C”.
Mt Beauty has also provided some terrific
soaring with several members flying to Mt
Kosciusko and beyond. Summer usually
produces the best soaring but it can also
produce the most hazards. Heat stress, has
already affected one of our members last
week, so a reminder to read this link:
http://www.glidingaustralia.org/Operations/bgk/
11.pdf .
Dehydration is serious stuff, as too is hypoxia
(altitude sickness) also more evident over
summer when we sometimes get thermals
over ten thousand feet.
Another topic fresh in my mind as we enter the
summer soaring season is SAR (Search and
Rescue). All pilots are reminded to ensure they
are covered by SAR watch. Imagine surviving
a crash and you’re stuck in a tree somewhere
and no one knows you’re there! Duty Pilots
and Duty Instructors are also reminded to
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ensure all pilots are accounted for at the end
of the day.
Most members are very good at relaying ops
normal calls as summer provides conditions
for longer flights.
Safe flying and Seasons Greetings
MARK BLAND - CFI
...................................................................................

CFI Quote of the month
As you pass from sunlight into darkness and
back again every hour and a half, you become
startlingly aware how artificial are thousands of
boundaries we've created to separate and
define. And for the first time in your life you
feel in your gut the precious unity of the Earth
and all the living things it supports.
RUSSELL 'RUSTY' SCHWEIKART, RETURNING
FROM APOLLO 9

Terry’s maintenance report
Christmas greetings
from the
Airworthiness camp.
It has taken a bit of
time to rebuild the
transmission shift on
Scott and Bernie’s
yellow winch and that
has meant some junk
box scavenging etc.
The old lever was cast iron and very brittle, so
I have fashioned a new one and bushed the
old shaft.
Airworthiness
A couple of Form 2 inspections have been
completed, including ASK21-GVA which has
now flown over 400 hours since going on line a
year ago.
Additional work is being done to better
coordinate wheel brake and air brake
actuation. That and fitting an earthing strap
from the rear control column will be completed
in time for the holiday flying season.
Astir-IKS will be at the doctor for several
months at least with a bad case of footrot.
Remember that the microphones in GVA need
reasonably close speaking position otherwise
there will be no transmission.
General Health for Aviators
We humans need to be airworthy to take
advantage of our aircraft. This means being
alert to dehydration, sunburn and heat effects.
It is well understood that the damage sneaks
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up with little or no warning. Awareness and
pre- emptive action is the best line of defence.
Some pilots use a simple timer that dings
every 15 minutes or so, reminding the pilot to
drink. Summer is here!
Christmas cheer takes a toll, especially in
terms of alertness and dehydration.
Any pilots with undiagnosed health matters
that could affect their flying ability are urged to
seek professional advice and the holiday
season is an ideal opportunity to do so.
Vehicles
The Charade has been laid up. It has been
rendered unsafe due to a number of matters
relating to incorrect driving care and I will
replace the suspension in due course (when
time permits).
I would take this opportunity to remind all our
valued winch and airfield volunteers, that the
machinery belongs to us all. Any undue wear
and tear is really a penalty on all members.
The Charade is a tough car, but the 20 km/hr
speed limit on the rougher part of the track
needs to be dropped to a gentle nudge on the
deeper ruts.
Just remember that the limit is the VNE, not
cruise. This will help ensure the safety of our
members and the preservation of our finances.
I remember when the Northern Territory had
no speed limit on most of the highways.
300+km/hr was fine in theory. Most traffic
rumbled along at 105km/hr.
Then a 130 km/hr limit was imposed to reduce
the accident rate.
As predicted the accident rate soared as
drivers desperately tried to maintain at least
130, usually 140 km/hr. After all, the limit was
considered the minimum. Maybe we don't
need a limit at all. Just courtesy and good
common sense care of our machines.
Daily inspections
We do the Dailies on our aircraft with great
care. Please encourage all to do the same with
our cars and winches.
Starting up before ensuring there is an
absolutely full radiator, or even starting the day
with an empty winch tank, cannot happen if the
strict daily inspection routine is followed.
The 'We're in a hurry' concept has no place in
a professional aviation outfit. Having said that,
the Club winch has performed most reliably
notwithstanding the odd cable problem.
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When driving, ignore the urge to give the pilot
that last few feet of height. Back off the power
a little earlier to avoid making the pilot release
under tension, with the resulting tangle.
Social functions
The monthly BBQ at the Terminal has
continued with success. The Club's provision
of brekky and lunch for the Gathering of the
Moths fly-in put some $600 into the coffers.
Well done!
Susie and Ian Cohn again spoilt us with a
lovely BBQ and sit down dinner for the Club's
Christmas event. Always a treat and most
generous.
Thanks Susie, Ian and all those who provided
the multitude of laden food platters.
The Club organised a general aviators snack
and natter gathering at the Terminal instead of
the usual BBQ on Dec 21 and a good cross
section of airfield users had an enjoyable
evening.
Shirley and I have been away for a good part
of the year. Firstly to Darwin for another
extended stay with the kids, then to Burma
(Myanmar for the younger ones) and finally a
few weeks in Melbourne that ended well. Nice
to be back in our great valley.
Burma is magic. Closed to tourism for 60
years, it is one of the few places on earth that
is still in a delightful time warp, unspoiled by
tourism. It won't last.

the rural Burmans live a calm, productive and
generous life.
Even in Rangoon life has not been overtaken
by the West. Basically no ATMs, mobiles or
internet. No credit cards or travellers' cheques.
Only crisp new US dollars and the odd Kyat.
Rangoon (Yangon) naturally had temples by
the hundreds. Schwedagon Pagoda is the
biggest, covered in over 24 tonnes of gold and
growing. Quite incredible in a land where a
dollar goes all day. Not even the Bank of
England has that much gold!
TERRY KNIGHT
TO OPS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

New website for MBGC
Nick Cohn tells us about our new website,
www.mtbeautygliding.com
While Mum and Dad (Ian & Susan Cohn) were
visiting me recently and after many years of
giving the Club room on my web server for the
MBGC Newspage, I thought it would be a
good idea to update things a bit. With the help
of my friend Carsten, who is a professional
website builder, we created a great place for
the promotion of your fantastic club online. It is
based on the open source content
management system “Typo3” which means
that the website can be directly edited online
with just a normal internet browser on your
computer.

Shwedagon Pagoda, Rangoon.
Photo: Terry Knight

Surrounded by five countries, it spreads from
the soaring 23,000 ft mountains in the north to
the flood plains around Rangoon, with Bagan,
Inle Lake and Mandalay in between, joined by
the mighty Irrawaddy River - one of our
highways for the trip.
We came home realising that we have a great
deal to learn from these amazingly resilient
people. With almost no worldly possessions,
Alpine Flyer

The new MBGC website Home Page.
Screen shot by Nick Cohn
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The new website uses variable positioning of
content depending on the width of the screen it
is being viewed on, making it just as readable
on your PC, tablet or smart phone. You can
test this by changing the width of the Internet
browser on your computer. As you make it
more narrow you will see things change and
jump around to fit better within the window.
It also features many embedded elements
from other websites. There is a news feed
from the @MtBeautyGliding Twitter account
and a diary based on the @MBGCdiary Twitter
account. There are also many Youtube videos
from members and friends of the Club and a
Google Calendar for the Duty Roster and
events.
Within a couple of months we are hoping to
implement a “Members Only” section and I will
be training other members of the club to take
over administration of the website. I would be
glad to hear of any suggestions at
nick@exalander.com.

Thanks to Susie and Ian for their great
hospitality!

Weather station & webcam for
Mt Beauty
Mt Beauty Airport Committee has secured
funding to install a webcam and weather
station at the airfield. It will link to the internet
via the library. The webpage will also show
the calculated crosswind on the runway. The
Committee is proposing to have it installed in
2014.

Joey Glide
Junior members Laura Sullivan, Ben Talbot,
James Rowe and Reuben Lane reported that
they all had a great time at Joey Glide
Narromine in early December.

I hope you all like it and I wish you all great fun
flying and online. Thank you for allowing me to
be a member of your vibrant community and
I’m glad I can contribute from the other side of
the world in this small way :-)
NICK COHN

Christmas party at the Cohn’s
The annual Christmas party was conducted at
Ian and Susie Cohn’s residence in Tawonga
South on Saturday 15 December.

Joey Glide participants doing some weightlifting
training. Can you spot the MBGC members?
Photo: Joey Glide organisers

MBGC junior pilots at Joey Glide - Reuben Lane,
rd, th
th
Ben Talbot and James Rowe (3 4 and 5 from
left) and Laura Sullivan front right.
Photo: Joey Glide organisers

Preparation for summer XC flights

A happy crowd of 28 enjoying the Christmas fare at
Ian & Susie Cohn’s on 14 December.
Photo: Ian Cohn
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With some of our pilots starting to take
advantage of the good summer soaring
conditions here is a timely reminder of the
preparation required for a safe cross country
flight courtesy of Rolf Buelter of Geelong
Gliding Club.
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Comfort and safety are paramount. We will
encounter temperatures in excess of 40
degrees.
Not only when flying, stay well hydrated. Any
flight can last more than an hour and at least
one litre of water needs to be carried. Think
about how to stow that in a glider, a bottle may
be difficult and a bladder may be better. No
need for an expensive camel back, something
cheap will do just as well. Gatorade or such is
ok but any juice diluted with 50% water does
just as good a job. Clear water is ok too.

FLIGHT PLAN:
Information into flight logger, PDA, GPS.
DECLARATION: (if needed)
The Official Observer must see the logger
installation in the glider.
YOU SHOULD NOW BE READY!
SAILPLANE TO TAKE OFF AREA:
Towing gear, still enough time for flight? Does
sailplane need to be parked level (water
ballast)?

Bring a light coloured hat, a baseball cap is not
the best as it restricts your view where it
matters most. The humble bucket hat looks
dorky but does the job remarkably well.

IN SAILPLANE:
Check you are COMFORTABLE! Everything
necessary stowed and switched on, FLARM,
flight logger, GPS, ABCDCHAOTIC TAKE
OFF CHECK.

Bring sunscreen and use it liberally.
Light, loose fitting clothing and shoes. Thongs
are not really a good idea in a glider, nor on a
rough airfield.

LAUNCH:
If aerotow, drop off in a thermal, if no thermal
take the maximum allowable height.

If you plan longer flights, something to munch
on is good. Some people like nuts and dry
fruits. Your choice, but nothing complicated or
too heavy.

AFTER INITIAL CLIMB:
Orient yourself, look at initial tracks and start
point, search for thermal wave? Wind
directions at various heights. Compare with the
forecast.

I reproduce a checklist below, not only for the
ambitious with cross country plans. Not all may
be applicable but it’s a start. Delete or add as
you see fit, but this is a check list of all the
necessary items that go to making a well
organised cross country flight:

REASSESSMENTS:
Weather, ballast, start time.
START:
Note time. Set Nav computer, GPS, PDA.
Report start?

PERSONAL NEEDS:
Hat, glasses / sunglasses, sun block, gloves,
drinking water, food, urination needs,
medications, watch. land out bag with phone
numbers and necessary gear, mobile phone.
These can all be prepared in advance.

EN ROUTE:
Navigation - Route monitoring (map, PDA,
GPS) Flight plan time comparison, Airspace,
frequencies, diversions? thermal climbing,
wave, cloud streets, On / Off course? Speed
director setting or block speeds? LOOKOUT!!

DO NOT ALLOW YOURSELF TO GET
HURRIED OR HASSLED! CALM, CAREFUL
PREPARATION
HELPS
MAKE
A
SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT.

REASSESSMENTS:
Thermal strengths, wind strength and
direction, ballast, diversions, achieving flight
plan? time, abandon task? anxiety?

SAILPLANE NEEDS:
Daily inspection, clean (chamois), control
seals, gap seals, (tape, metho, knife), bug
wiper?, battery, (charged?). Is there a second
one or spare? Check radio, parachute,
cushions, back support, balance ballast, tie
down kit, derigging tools, retrieve car (fuel full
& extra fuel?), crew, keys with crew? trailer
OK? , flight logger, PDA, GPS (mount OK?)
water ballast - how much?

DRINK, EAT:
Remember to do this at regular intervals.

PRE FLIGHT PLANNING:
Route / task, Met forecast, maps, airspace,
radio frequencies (make a list), planning gear
(protractor, scale, flight logger, GPS, PDA, PC
connectivity), pencil.

Alpine Flyer

TURN POINTS:
Planning turn point strategy, correct position?
LOW? DON’T PANIC!
Carefully work up to height again, if possible.
FINAL GLIDE:
Tighten harness, monitor glide path,
LOOKOUT, Circuit entry planning, straight
ahead?
HOME! DROP BALLAST!
LANDING CHECK:

FUST

PRE
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FINISH:
The flight is not over until you are stationary on
the ground. Make a nice circuit and landing.
Now you need to spend 5 minutes looking
after yourself. Drink water or sports drink. Walk
back to the tie down area or hangar. If you
cannot do that spend 5 minutes stretching and
light exercise before doing anything else.
FORMALITIES:
Switch off the flight logger, GPS, PDI. flight
logger to Observer?

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

PACK UP:
Glider away, cleaned, covers, battery charge?
Download the flight trace to a PC. Analyse the
flight with SeeYou.
RESOLVE TO WORK ON WEAKNESSES.
ROLF BUELTER - GEELONG GLIDING CLUB

Kosci newbies
Congratulations to Ian Cohn and Scott
Anderson who achieved their maiden flights to
Mt Kosciuszko from Mt Beauty this month.
Here is Ian’s account of his flight:
On 17 December I flew my ASW19-VHEAT
out to Mt Kosciusko about 110 km from Mt
Beauty in company with Mark Bland in his
Libelle-VHGUK. I arrived close to the mountain
at around 5,800’, well below the 7,100 ft
summit and had to fly along the sunlit western
escarpment to find a thermal to get enough
height to overfly the summit. Eventually I had
8,300’ on the altimeter and had no trouble
overflying Australia's highest mountain peak.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
18 January 2014
Mark’s flight to Dartmouth

After that I flew with Mark Bland out to
Tumbarumba and then to Mt Buffalo where the
thermals tapered off so I conserved height and
tiptoed back to Mt Beauty. You can see where
I went at:
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsId=3440500
Dartmouth Dam from ASK21-GVS on
14 December.
Photo: Mark Bland

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to
book your training or check flight requirements
prior to the weekend to assist with planning of
instructing resources.
Mt Kosciuszko Summit from ASW19-VHEAT.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to
receive instruction without prior notification.

IAN COHN - VICE PRESIDENT
Alpine Flyer
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Duty Instructor Roster

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
st
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?

Duty Pilot Roster

Mark Bland

209

Reuben Lane

103

Bernie O’Donnell

97

Andrew Evans

63

Kenton Ford

51

Ben Talbot

49

Ian Cohn

47

Duncan Robertson

43

Laura Sullivan

42

Mike Pobjoy

42

Scott Anderson

39

Ron Boxhall

34

Phil O’Bryan

34

Steve Bradbury

33

Detlev Rueff

30

Peter Demeo

28

Richard Todd

21

Graham Levitt

19

Mart Bosman

19

Terry Knight

16

Gary Mason

11

Andy Smith

9

Craig Collings

7

Ollie Barthelmes

5

Rod Harris

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Upcoming Events
12 to 18 Jan 2014 - VSA
Championships Bacchus Marsh.

PETER DEMEO - SECRETARY

State

26 Jan 2014 - MBGC AGM. Members are
reminded that one month’s notice of any
proposed agenda items is required for these
items to be considered at the AGM. No
additional items will be accepted after this
date.
15 to 23 Feb 2014 - VSA Alpine Soaring
Course Mt Beauty.

Alpine Flyer
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Interesting Internet Links
Restoration of WW2 aircraft:

And now a word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2497872/Sentinels-sky-British-engineersiconic-WW2-fighters-incredible-engineeringknowledge-flying-high.html#ixzz2kHGDqMl6
Motion induced blindness:
http://www.msf-usa.org/motion.html
Joey Glide results:
http://www.soaringspot.com/jg13/results/club/t
otal/day5.html

For Sale
Ventus b/16.6m VH-ITB s/n 272 TT 2200hrs.
Completely refinished by Sailplane Services
Slovenia in 2005. M&H winglets, Ilec SB-8
vario/flight director and distance computer.
Dittel FSG 71 radio with boom microphone.
Winter vario and ASI, artificial horizon,
altimeter, Airpath compass, G-meter, 2x12v
batteries with solar cell panel, Garmin 2+ GPS
linked to IPAQ 3950 running LK8000.
Cobra all aluminium trailer with one-man
rigging aids.
Full tow-out equipment and parachute (Strong
para-cushion 1045-2).

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrew.evans@gmwater.com.au
or Telephone 0418 377 146

The sailplane is located in Victoria, Australia
and is in superb condition.
Price reduced to $55,000AUD. Contact Andy
Smith, email dadyeah@yahoo.co.uk.

Ventus VH-ITB
Photo: Andy Smith

See more photos at:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/18886818@N00/
sets/72157629393677997/
Alpine Flyer
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